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Abstract. Head movement is an essential constituent of Chinese Sign
Language (CSL), which helps to complete the definition of signing ges-
tures and to assist in sending messages. Adding head motions into signing
animations benefits for both the reality and the intelligibility. By analyz-
ing the head motions both defined in words of CSL and captured from
large motion data of a real signer performance, this paper proposes a
quintuple for formalized head movement description. A Text To Head
Motion (TTHM) synthesis model is established to perform a low-level
semantic mapping from words to head gestures. Experimental results ver-
ify that improvement is achieved both in naturalness rating and under-
standability of signing animations after synthesizing with head motions.
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1 Introduction

Chinese Sign Language (CSL) is the primary manner of communications for most
deaf people in China. Several researches provided deaf people with signing avatar
to get access to the society by CSL animations [1,2]. However, the performance
of these applications is barely satisfactory. Too much attention paid on hand
gesture generation makes animations always hard to understand. Actually, deaf
people use facial expression and head motions to express meanings in real signing
performance, which helps to give feedbacks and engage human-to-human commu-
nications. According to the linguistical research, head motion can signal both the
grammar and prosody structure of utterance through signing [3]. Adding head
poses into signing animations is a natural way to help the computer-animated
avatar look lifelike and enhance the understandability of the animated presenta-
tions. By analyzing the head motion defined in Chinese Sign Language [4] and
exploring head motion features extracted from real signing data, we propose a
quintuple which describes the attributes affecting head movement in signing per-
formance. The proposed text to head motion (TTHM) model initially performs
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a primary analysis of the utterance text to determine its semantic, pragmatic
head gesture, which translates the textual features into quintuple parameters.
Then the quintuple has been transcribed into motion parameters which can be
processed by the animation engine. At last, the animation synthesis platform
fulfills the synchronous generation of hand and head gestures.

2 Head Motion Quintuple in Chinese Sign Language

To figure out the feature of head motion in Chinese Sign Language, we ana-
lyzed the head motion defined in the book of CSL. Firstly, we sort the head
movements defined in the book according to textual description, which can be
described into four aspects as follows, head motion type, motion direction, range
of movement, and repetition of activity. According to the statistics, most of the
descriptions do not indicate the direction. Although over half of the definitions
give the description of amplitude, no quantitative range of movement has been
narrated. And two thirds of the head movement definition do not give the exact
times of repetition of the motion. In short, the head motion definitions in the
book are too rough to synthesize by computer graphic technologies. Then the
investigation of functional head movements was conducted on real signer data.
For real signing data collection, we employed a native sign language teacher
to perform 12 fairy stories. We labeled the head motion with both types and
functions. In general, nine kinds of head motions and ten kinds of functions
were labeled in the signing data. The emphasis, positive, negative is as the same
as functions discussed in [5]. We explored two other accompany head motions
of sign language. A spatial-reference means the usage of points around signer
representing entities under discussion [6]. Head moves accordingly with hand
gestures can be labeled as an action-cooperation. Except defined head motions,
however, it is impossible to make a conclusion that a word has a correspondence
with a certain head movement when serving as a specific function. Grammar
information provides us some indication that signer emphasizes the subject with
nodding. And predicate verbs are often accompanied by action-cooperation head
motions. In addition, the words that express directional information have a high
correlation with specific head movements, such as the signer turns left when
signing “left”. Generally, most of data were signed in the moderate speed and
amplitude. Changes occurred when expressing emphasis in a slower speed and
surprise in a larger range and so on. And it is worth noting that most of the
labeled head motions were timing and scope constrained by the accompanying
words. Keeping still or lengthening the head pose usually occurred at the last
sign of a clause or a sentence.

According to the analysis above, a parametric descriptor of head motion lists
as follows.

head =< BU,A,R, S, P > (1)

where BU represents the basic uniform of head motion. Nine kinds of head move-
ments, that are nod, shake, dazzle, raising, lowering, left/right turn, left/right tilt,
are presented in the value set. forward and backward leads to displacement of
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the torso, which will be discussed in the future. A defines the degree of ampli-
tude, which in the book is always narrated as “slight”. Here we expand its value
set to three levels, slight, neutral, strong according to the rotation range around
each axis [7]. R is the times of repetition, S describes the absolute time of the
head motion, three values slow, neutral, fast indicate the speed of the movement.
P is the rhythm parameter, which indicates the prosody attributes of the head
motion. Its value influences the shape of the head motion trajectory. For exam-
ple, a Hold will remain the motion for a few frames to represent a pause or a
turn during signing.

3 TTHM Synthesis Model

The TTHM synthesis model maps from words or functions to head movements,
the framework is shown in Fig. 1, we will detail these processing steps in the
following sections.

Fig. 1. The TTHM synthesis framework.

3.1 Lexical Analysis

Input sentences firstly are parsed into individual words, then the gesture data
can be selected from an animation database according to the word. The synthesis
platform later synthesize an animation of a virtual human character based on the
word sequences. For our head motion generation, the results of lexical analysis
help to locate the word that either defines a head movement or has a functional
head motion.

3.2 Description Mapping

The description mapping takes word parsed by the previous phase as input and
maps it to a certain head motion quintuple. Noting that not every word maps to
a head movement. For the words that are defined with head motion, the textual
description varies among words and most of the definitions do not specify the
direction of movements. Under the guidance of an experienced signer, we mapped
the motion defined in the book to the nine kinds of movements mentioned above.
In general, the rest of attributes that the definition hasn’t specified the value
are all set the neutral value.
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For the functional head motion, head motions need to be determined man-
ually. The attributes setting follows the same neutral strategy without speci-
fication. However, one can change the speed or amplitude to realize different
functions. A gesture data sequence accompanying with head motion descriptors
is generated to synthesize animations.

3.3 Motion Mapping

The motion mapping translates the head motion quintuple into variables which
can be processed by the animation engine. In our sign language synthesis plat-
form, these variables are rotation angles. In general, the scope and the timing of
linguistic head movements is linguistically constrained to the manual sign they
accompany [3]. Under the length of the accompany hand gesture, we adopted
an optimal control based head motion trajectory synthesis approach [8]. Each
kind of basic head motion defines several key points, then the optimization of
the trajectory can be formally written as a cost function which embeds into an
optimal control model. Given key points of a specific head motion, an optimal
motion trajectory can be computed by equation below.

F (z, u, t) =
∫ tf

t0

h(z(t), u(t), t) dt

s.t. ż(t) = f(z(t), u(t), t)
(2)

where z(t) = [q(t), q̇(t), q̈(t)]T is the state vector and u(t) is the control vector.
q(t) is the head motion rotation angles to be solved. The system subjects to start
and end conditions z(t0) = z0, z(tf ) = zf . The trajectories of angles have been
computed with respect to the minimum angle jerk:

FAJ =
1
2

∫ tf

t0

...
q T (t)

...
q (t) dt (3)

where
...
q (t) is the third derivation of joints’ angles which makes up the control

vector u(t). The amplitude can be used to set the start and end conditions to
change the range of the head motion. The speed is used to vary the number of
frames to realize different scale of velocity. Other parameters can be set accord-
ingly to provide variations in head motion generation.

3.4 Animation Synthesis

After motion mapping, the textual head motion description has been transcribed
into parameterized motion trajectory. The animation engine takes these rotation
angles as input to drive the movement of the virtual agent. And the animation
engine generates hand animation synchronously with head motion.
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4 Experiment

Experiments in this paper focuses on the effect of the head movements after
adding to the animation sequences. Three trials had been conducted to test the
influence of head movements on the naturalness and comprehensibility of an
animation performance. For each of the random selected five sentences, we gen-
erated two animations of virtual human performance. One animation showed the
head movements generated by the rules of our system. For the other animation,
hand gestures without head motion had been generated.

We firstly divided the recruited 20 participants into two groups to grade the
naturalness of synthesized animations. One group was assigned animations with
head motion and the other without head movement. They were asked to rate the
naturalness of the performances with a scale from 1 to 5. The higher the score is,
more natural the animation looks. Table 1 shows the results of this experiment.
“HM” is short for head motion. Overall, the grades of the proposed approach
demonstrate that our method performs better. However, there is no significant
difference between the two approaches. One possible explanation could be related
to discontinuity between adjacent head movements. For instance, there were two
successive slight right-tilt head movements in the third sample sentence. The
short transition period caused the distortion of the motion. What’s more, only
few of the words in the sentences were generated with head motion weakened
the continuity of animations. For our future work, heuristics are needed to pre-
vent inordinate amounts of head switching, or overly repetitive activations of the
same motion. Considering the action-cooperation head motion, a study of rela-
tionship between hand and head gestures may achieve automatical non-defined
head motion prediction and improve the naturalness further.

Table 1. Naturalness ratings.

1 2 3 4 5 Ave

Without HM 2.56 3.21 2.84 3.13 3.50 3.04

With HM 4.13 3.01 4.37 3.65 4.55 3.94

For the comprehension task, the participants setting was the same as natu-
ralness rating. The test composed of two parts. Lexical test examined the effect
of head movement to distinguish signs that resembled in hand gestures but had
nuances in head motion definition. Figure 2 shows an example that the upper
sign is “sleep” and the lower sign is “face”. We can see that if there were no
head movement in the upper sign, these two words are hard to differentiate.
The lexical test selected five sets of sign word, and each set was made up of two
sign words. Participants were asked to match the animation to a specific word,
while the words were prepared in advance for each set including some other dis-
turbance terms. Table 2 shows the average correct recognition rate of every set,
word in bold of each set defines head movement in the book. Great improvement
has been achieved in sign words discrimination with head motion.
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Fig. 2. Signing animation of “sleep” (upper) and “face” (lower)

Table 2. Lexical discrimination test results.

Sets Words Without HM With HM

1 Modesty,abdomen 0.38 0.60

2 sleep,face 0.60 0.91

3 aware,head 0.75 0.95

4 affirm,you 0.63 0.68

5 coy,eye 0.38 0.77

Sentential test verified the assistance of head movement in semantic expres-
sion. Participants were asked to answer five questions drew from animations
used in naturalness tests. Figure 3 shows the result of sentential comprehension
tasks. Compared to animations without head motion, the correct answering rate
of animation with head motion is much higher. Especially, head movement helps
to indicate the negative information. For instance, the head-shake in the fourth
sentence assisted participants in ticking off the right answer that “she don’t
care about others’ ridicule”. However, the rate of uncertainty (“other” in the
figure) remains high in both the proposed animations and animations without
head movements. One reason may explain that the animation signed by virtual
human is not understandable for participants. Changes in speed, appropriate
pause in signing help to signal the structure of sentences and leave response
time to process information. A further study of prosodic head movement syn-
thesis is needed to improve the sentential comprehensibility.

Fig. 3. Comparison of comprehensibility between animations without head motion
(left) and with head motion (right)
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5 Conclusion

Head movement plays an important role in sign language, and it also has a great
effect on the lifelike signing animation generation. A formalized head motion
descriptor is needed to feed the animation engine to animate the virtual head. By
analyzing the head motion accompanying hand gesture both defined in the book
of CSL and extracted from real signing performance, we propose a head move-
ment description quintuple and realize the TTHM synthesis model. Experimental
results show that the animations integrated with head motion rate higher in nat-
uralness. However, the comprehensibility test is not as significant as expected. It
achieves better to distinguish the words that are resemble in hand gestures but
have differences in head movement. The manual description mapping weakens
the usability of the animation engine. A more intelligent way of description map-
ping is the next step of this work. As discussed above, our future work focuses
on enhancing further both the naturalness and understandability of signing ani-
mations. Attention will be paid to study the correlation between hand and head
gesture to generate realistic animation. And the prosody structure will also be
investigated to improve the expressiveness of animations.
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